From the President

President’s Reort
From the President
I am completing this report just after the completion of the Northern Suburbs Pairs. November has
always been the time for this, our flagship event, but I’m thinking, “Where’s the year gone?”
Of course it’s been a year that’s been dominated by you-know-what and our efforts to cope with it, so I
think all of us are looking forward to life becoming ‘normalised’ as vaccine rates improve.
Last month was Seniors’ Month, and many activities were there to be enjoyed by one-and-all. Of
special note was the talk on the defibrillator. Kevin O’Donnell is to be thanked and I for one learned a
lot, as did most of the twenty five people who came along. One or two events were well attended, and
I loved the Grandparents’ Wall and the photos of our younger selves.
However, it must be said that most events didn’t seem to strike a chord with our members.
We cancelled the Trivia afternoon, and disappointingly I had to cancel Sue Wighton’s concert as only
nine names were on the list. I believe Seniors’ Month was, and is, an event worth celebrating, but at
our next Committee Meeting we will look at modifying our expectations.
You will see some unknown people playing in a corner on a Monday evening and Tuesday morning as
they play to improve their confidence and speed of play. They are of course our Level 3 players, who
will in time become Level 4 players, playing in normal session bridge. This will take time, but we are
giving them time so we can improve our retention rate, which hasn’t been too bad, but I hate losing
anyone. Most of them have already become members, and so we must keep them if we can.
I would still exhort those regular players who can to consider playing on the Tuesday morning instead
of the afternoon – those who have switched are so grateful because it’s such a pleasant session.
___________________
Competitions
Results are elsewhere, and congratulations to all our competition winners.
I mentioned before the Northern Suburbs Pairs – we had 48 pairs or 24 tables playing which filled the
JWB very nicely. It was very pleasing to have the side movement of our regular Saturday play in the
EGC, which catered for 14 tables. So in effect we had 38 tables operating in the afternoon – wow!
In December the Christmas Teams will be happening. This event is sponsored so as to thank all the
players who regularly and consistently turn up to play club-bridge and keep our club the happy and
friendly club that it is. You are the backbone of our club, and the club and our sponsor thank you.
There is a restriction in place this year in that entries will be for regular players in our green point
events. Alan will again be directing. There will be an update regarding food arrangements when we
get the latest information about sharing.
___________________
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Other News
A milestone has been reached in the last few days – Nancy Howard has bought the 1000th voucher!
To put this into perspective, there have been near enough 10,000 times that our office personnel have
not had to collect and count cash – what a time saver it has been! And the bank reconciliations have
never been more accurate. Good job everyone, and thank you for embracing the concept of being a
cashless club.
The QBA has committed to staging the Gold Coast Tournament next year. For those of you who have
never been, you really must give it a go if you can. There are events for every level of player, and the
GC does an amazing job of putting every player at ease and making it such an enjoyable and
unforgettable experience. This year is different in that you do have to notify the organisers by the end of
the year of your intention to attend, so they can go ahead with some degree of confidence.
Regards, Andy Slater
♠♥♦♣ ♠♥♦♣

October - Seniors’ Month
A month of activities was organised by the committee, beginning with:

Monday October 4: Defibrillator Familiarisation
Those who attended had the chance of examining the club’s
defibrillator and participating in a critical incident training scenario.
During the session the following procedure was practised to
demonstrate that you should not leave it to one person if someone
suffers a Cardiac Arrest.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The Defibrillator is required when someone suffers Cardiac
Arrest. CPR on its own will not resolve the problem but may
keep the patient alive.
If you have a critical incident, time is of the essence. For each
minute of delay the chance of survival decreases by 10%.
On average an ambulance in normal times will arrive in
around 10 minutes.
For cases of Cardiac Arrest, it will need a team effort to
minimise time and the following example requires 3 people
preferably.
a.
First Aider – should be familiar with CPR since this is
the first line of defence, and should be able to
distinguish between a Cardiac Arrest and a Stroke or
Heart Attack. The first aider will monitor the patient.
b.
Triple 000 Caller – they will be close to the First Aider
and will call 000. They will report the incident and hold
on the line. The QAS operator may give first aid advice
over the phone or ask questions.
c.
Defibrillator Operator – they will get the machine and get it ready to attach the pads if the casualty
loses consciousness. This enables the first aider to
concentrate on the casualty and give CPR as required.
The defibrillator is removed from its case and will start up when you
turn it on or when you remove the plastic cover over the pads. It will
talk to you and lead you through what is required. It will analyse the
patient and tell you if a shock is required. It will tell you not to touch
the patient and then to administer the shock. When safe it will tell
you when you can touch the patient.
CPR may need to be continued until the ambulance arrives and
further shocks may be needed.
It’s not difficult to become competent in CPR – Be Prepared
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What Happens when You Call Triple Zero 000
1.
2.
3.

4.

You will hear a recorded message and an operator will ask you which service you require
POLICE/FIRE/AMBULANCE.
Stay Calm and answer the operator’s questions as they are asked, your responses will determine the
priority given to the dispatch of the ambulance
These are the Questions you will be asked:
a.
The Address and location of the emergency
b.
The Telephone Number you are calling from
c.
What the problem is
d.
If the person is conscious and breathing
e.
How many people are injured
f.
The person’s age and gender
Do not hang up until the operator tells you to.

There are apps which you can install on your smart phone, e.g. Emergency Plus, which will give your
current location and buttons to contact 000, SES, and Police.
Depending on your location they may not be as accurate as your street
address since they are based on the number of towers around.
In a rural location however, they will also give you Lat and Long and “What
3 Words” which is easier to say.
What.3.words is another app which gives you your location directly in three
words, e.g. our current location at the clubhouse is adding.that.hungry

Further details can be obtained by searching “what happens when you call Triple Zero” - or search the
internet for YouTube Heart Start Training Videos.
Kevin McDonnell
Facilitator with SES

Thursday October 7- Coffee Day with Lendlease Bernboro Ascot

A horsefloat appeared in the carpark and Shannon from Bernboro Ascot served morning coffee and
chocolates during Thursday bridge.
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Monday October 18 – Thermomix Demonstration with Robyn Wells
Friday October 22 –Lesson on Bergen Raises with Andy
Monday October 25 – Art Session with Lesley Dalyell & Rose Slater

We also had:

Free Bridge Sessions – one to cover every session
Lucky Door Prizes - one for each session
Show off Wall:
Members brought along pictures of their grandchildren for display

Who is this? Competition:
This competition ran all month with members bringing a photo of themselves as a 5-10 year old. Prizes for
the most correct guesses went to Helen Hatch and Judy Mitchell. Congratulations!

Thanks to the committee for organising the Seniors’ Month activities
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NSBC Members’ Recent
Competition Place Results
QBA Teams of 3 (U300pts) at NSBC Sept. 26
A: 1st: Eugene Pereira, Sumant Handa, Sameer
Pandya, Annette Hyland (Capt.)
B: 3rd: Pam Varcoe, May Conder, Anne Johnson,
John Scrivens (Capt.)

Masterpoint Promotions
Since the last Newsletter, the following Home Club
members have achieved masterpoint ranking
promotions. Congratulations to all.

Grand Master
John Scrivens

Club Results
Bronze National

National

Sumant Handa

Kerry Malt

State

Bronze Regional

Ann Roberts
Rosemary Porter

Ann Sauer

Tuesday Pairs a.m. Sept. 7 & 14

Regional

Silver Local

1st: Annette Hyland & Peter Stride
2nd: Deborah Dwyer & Margaret McNee
3rd: Ron Adam & Michael Cohn

Neil Benson
Don Jobbins

Maxim Wilson
Rhonda Robertson
Jo-anne Bauer
Michael Cohn
Robyn Wells
Kerry Barridge
Kerry Baillie
Jayne Lansdown

Bronze Local

Local

Kevin Fuge
Pam Varcoe

Judy Carfrae
Jacqui Dudurovic
Carol Fincham

Hoffman Tray Wednesday p.m. Sept. 18 & 25
1st: Fay Jeppesen & Annette Hyland
2nd: Neville Clatworthy & Doug Myers
3rd: Bert Luchjenbroers & Errol Miller

Jill Wilson Championship Pairs Sat Sept. 11
1st: Vesna & Voyko Markovic
2nd: Errol Miller & Dorothy Gehrke
3rd: Eugene Pereira & Sumant Handa

NSBC Mixed Pairs Wed a.m. Oct. 13 & 20
1st: Peter Stride & Annette Hyland
2nd: Ann Smith & Dennis Sullivan

3rd: David Lehmann & Gayle McCarthy

Club

Coming Up

Barbara Jeffery
Patricia Durack
Rosemary Stafford
Jean Gowans

(Entry forms on website and/or in the Club)

Christmas Teams Sunday
December 12

♠♥♦♣ ♠♥♦♣
Please support our sponsor

Graduate
Gary Rickard
David Baru
Maria Hewson
Paula Hall
Linda Mortimer

Alan Bonner
Kaye Low
Jim Niebling
Kim Lundie
Elaine Pomerenke
♠♥♦♣ ♠♥♦♣

Guy Horsley
Licensed Real Estate Agent and Auctioneer
The House SOLD Name

Lost Property

Ray White Ascot
T 07 3868 7527 M 0418 742 991
F 07 3868 7555 E guy.horsley@raywhite.com
1/138 Racecourse Road, Ascot QLD 4007
raywhiteascot.com.au

There is also a growing collection of drinking
bottles that have been left behind by players.
These can be found on the bench under the
notice board.
At the end of the year they will be given to charity.

There are a number of lovely umbrellas that
have been left behind at the Club.
These can be found in a “pot” at the front
entrance of the Jill Wilson Building.
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NSBC Imp Pairs Nov 6 & 7

48 pairs at the 2 day competition

Winners: A1: Richard Ward & Therese Tully

B2: Herold Rienstra & Melissa Weber

A2: Jill Magee & Terry Strong

Lorraine & Helen in the kitchen catering for over 96 people
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Easy Check In at NSBC

First Step: Update your Check In Qld app so that it shows this icon:

Click the icon and you’ll find a
list of where you’ve checked
in.
Select your previous visit to
NSBC

Done!
♠♥♦♣ ♠♥♦♣

Taxi Butler

Kerry Baillie

NSBC has installed a Taxi Butler for members’
convenience. Press the “Taxi” button once and a
taxi is automatically ordered.
The Taxi Butler is at the entrance to the Jill
Wilson Building, where the mobile handset was
situated.

Kerry joined NSBC a few years
ago, completing the Beginners’
course under the tutelage of Diana
Dick, and is now a Silver Local
Master.
From lessons with Diana, Kerry
started helping hand out the boards in playing
sessions and volunteered as a Dealer. This
evolved to assisting with the Bridgemate and a
very successful “Director/Bridgemate” partnership
with Ghislaine Green on Tuesday and Friday
afternoons.
The two dedicated ladies inspired each other to
do the Directors’ course. They both passed and
at the time Ghislaine and Kerry were the lowest
“masterpoint holders” in the past 12 years to have
passed what is broadly considered a difficult
exam.
Kerry and Ghislaine have since successfully built
up the Tuesday and Friday afternoon sessions to
be close to the two biggest sessions in the Club’s
week. They also recently directed the very
successful Melbourne Cup Day.
Sadly for NSBC, Kerry is moving to Alexandra
Headlands. NSBC has been very fortunate to
have had the services of Kerry over the past few
years and it will be a significant gap to fill.
We wish Kerry & her family much happiness in
their next chapter.
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Melbourne Cup Day – Bridge at the Races:
On November 2 the Tuesday a.m. and p.m. sessions were combined and 64 players enjoyed their
bridge along with lucky door prizes, sweeps, "best hat" prizes and viewing the race.

Sandra Kelly (best hat winner) with Jan Moore

Margaret Williamson, Paulette
Bourke & Trish Hume

Warren McLaughlin (best hat winner) with Chris Jones

Daina Geise, Diane Ainsworth,
Graham Killoran & Margaret Michell

Rita van Rotz & Willy van Zijl
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Working Behind the Scenes – (some of our hardworking volunteers)

A President’s job is never done

Kate O’Donnell, Secretary

nor Jacqui’s, Admin.

Andrea Parkins, Treasurer

Pat & Peter MacDonald, Directors

Carolyn McKinnon Membership Sec

Frank Killbey, front door concierge

Val Morzone, Green Thumb

Margaret Plunkett Masterpoints Sec.

Sheena de Jaager Miles volunteer

Ros Frost Chief Dealer

Robyn Wells, dealer
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HAVE YOU GOT YOUR ABF MEMBERS’
TRAVEL INSURANCE FOR 2021?
The policy for the 2021 is available online right now.
You can apply completely online – just visit our website www.tbib.com.au and
follow the links to ABF Travel Insurance.
Policy benefits include:


Your choice to apply for Annual
Multitrip cover or Single trip
cover



Simple online application
process



Your choice to include or
exclude coverage for North
America



Generous benefits and policy
limits apply



Your choice to include or
exclude pre-existing medical
conditions



Automatic cover for trips up
to 90 days in duration



Access to TBIB’s claims
advocacy service



Australian based emergency
assistance
Please refer to the PDS for full terms & conditions

Apply online at www.tbib.com.au/abf/ or call us on 07 3252 5254
and we’ll be happy to help
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